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ABSTRACT 
The operation of a cogeneration power plant is 
complicated. The Energy Optimization Program 
(EOP, software made by SEGA, Inc.) was designed 
to simulate and optimize the operation of TAMU 
power plant. All major plant components were 
represented by appropriate models and then 
structured to establish a system model. A better 
understanding of the complicated interaction among 
all energy components within the plant was achieved 
through systematic simulation using EOP. Overall 
performance of the plant operation under different 
conditions was investigated. Further more, (online) 
operational optimization is made possible by load re- 
assignment according to EOP's calculation. Other 
researches on plant operation, such as the impact of 
utility rates on operational decision making, were 
also canied out with the help of this program. This 
paper shows how a well-designed commercial 
software is exploited in engineering research. 
INTRODUCTION 
Texas A&M University central power plant is a 
combined heat and power (CHP) plant with a total 
steam net rating of 750,000 Lbh at 600 psig, 750F 
superheated steam and a total electricity generation 
capacity of 36.5 MW. There are four steam boilers 
(including a heat recovery boiler) using natural gas as 
fuel. Electricity is generated by three steam turbine 
generators and a gas turbine generator, and is 
supplied to campus electricity users as well as to the 
plant itself for station service use. There are four 
centrifugal chillers, six absorption chillers in the 
main plant and another six centrifugal chillers in the 
west plant. Three main steam distribution headers 
collect and distribute steam at pressure of 600 psig, 
150 psig and 20 psig respectively. The 600-psig 
steam is the heat source for the two steam extraction 
turbine generators (steam extracted at 20 psig), the 
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back pressure steam turbine generator (exhaust steam 
at 150 psig) and three steam-turbine-driven 
centrifugal chillers. Part of 600-psig steam is 
supplied to the west plant directly. The processed 
steam (at 150 psig and 20 psig respectively) supplies 
heat for the absorption chillers, hot water exchangers, 
hot water pumps, boiler feed water pumps, steam 
evaporators, boiler feed water deaerators, and other 
auxiliary plant devices. Figure 1 shows the plant's 
main steam flow diagram [I]. 
In general, the overall guidelines for operating 
the plant are straightforward: supply the campus with 
uninterrupted heating, cooling and electricity by 
using the most efficient load combination of boilers, 
turbines, chillers, and purchased electricity. Simple as 
the guideline is, the operation of such a large, 
complicated power plant is anything but an easy task. 
This complication is mostly due to the dynamic 
nature of the plant itself, which is caused by dynamic 
campus load, dynamic utility rates, equipment 
downtime, equipment replacement, and other 
uncontrollable special requirements [2]. 
ENERGY OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM (EOP) 
In 1985, Texas A&M University retained Sega 
to perform an energy study of the main campus 
power plant and the original west campus chiller 
plants. The study included performance testing of the 
boilers, gas turbines, steam turbine generators, steam 
absorption chillers, steam turbine and electric motor 
powered centrifugal chillers, and the major 
auxiliaries including the water evaporators. 
Using the study test results, Sega created 
mathematical models to represent energy production 
and consumption for each piece of power plant 
equipment. These models were connected to build a 
computer program that replicated entire power plant 
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Figure 1. Central plant main steam flow diagram 
operations. In 1988, the program was given the 
capability to automatically optimize the loading of 
available power plant equipment and power company 
tie lines to produce the lowest operating cost possible 
for a given campus load scenario. 
In subsequent years the program was updated to 
reflect changes in power plant operations. In 1997, 
Texas A&M retained Sega again to convert the 
program to a spreadsheet-based software and update 
the model to incorporate recent changes to the power 
plant. This was accomplished using Sega's 
EndResulP Power Plant Performance Monitoring 
and Information System software and Microsoft 
Excel@. The result is an easily maintainable and 
expandable spreadsheet-based Power Plant Energy 
Optimization Program (EOP). 
In the future, EOP can be connected directly to 
the power plant information and control system. This 
will give management and operations immediate and 
continuous dynamic information about the most 
efficient power plant equipment loading distribution 
for the current steam, chilled water, and electric 
power energy demand 131. 
SYSTEM SIMULATION 
In EOP, each major equipment in the power 
plant has its own model. All models were constructed 
separately and then connected to each other to 
replicate the operation of entire power plant. The 
input data (equipment load and other operational 
data) for all the models are given through the 
program's user interface. A set of all the input data is 
called an operating scenario, which gives a general 
description of a specific operational condition for the 
entire plant. In each model, calculations can be done 
according to certain thermodynamic equations or 
mathematical regression equations. Both energy (e.g., 
natural gas consumption) and cost (e.g., hourly 
operating cost) related results can be achieved. In 
some cases, the input and output of the models are 
interconnected to each other as they do in the real 
world. Once calculations have been done for all the 
models, a total energy consumption and operating 
cost can also be computed. 
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CHP plant is rather complicated due the complex and 
the dynamic naNe  of the system itself. Plant 
operation related studies through experiments in such 
a sensitive facility are usually quite limited and 
expensive. With the help of plant simulation tools 
like EOP, a better understanding of the complicated 
interaction among all energy components within the 
plant can be achieved through systematic simulation. 
Overall performance of the plant operation under 
different conditions can also be investigated. 
SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 
Under a certain total load (heating, cooling, and 
electricity power) requirements, the plant can be 
operated in a variety of loading combinations for 
boilers, turbines, chillers and utility tie lines. Each of 
such a loading combination is a feasible operating 
scenario as long as all load requirements can be 
satisfied. However, the total operating cost varies 
fiom one scenario to another mainly due to the 
performance difference among individual equipment 
even their functions are all same (e.g., all boilers 
supply steam for the plant itself as well as for the 
campus). 
The ultimate objective of EOP program is to 
find the optimal loading scenario so that the plant is 
operated in a most economic way (i.e., the total 
operating cost is minimum). The decision variables 
of the optimization program are loads of all operating 
equipment and the main restrictions are equipment 
capacities and other specified requirements. Not all 
equipment loads in the plant can be continuously 
controlled, some of them might not be able to be 
changed at all. Most of the thermodynamic and 
mathematical equations in each model are highly 
nonlinear. Generally speaking, the optimization 
problem involved here is a large scale, nonlinear 
problem with implicit objective function. The 
dynamic nature of plant equipment's performance 
profiles adds to the complication of the problem. 
The basic idea of the optimization approach 
adopted by EOP is to redistribute loads for plant 
equipment within each of all energy supply groups 
(e-g., all boilers is a group, all main campus chillers 
is another group, etc.)according to each equipment's 
incremental cost (the marginal operating cost of 
adding unit load to the equipment). That is to say, the 
equipment with higher incremental cost will be 
loaded down and the equipment with lower 
incremental cost will be loaded up, while the total 
load requirement is still satisfied. Since the 
incremental cost continuously changes as load 
changes, equipment with highest and lowest 
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load redistribution process is therefore also a 
dynamic process. 
Case Study One - Determine Energy and Cost Saving 
of an Optimized operating Scenario 
To illustrate the optimization approach EOP can 
make, one can compare EOP's calculation results for 
an original operating scenario and its optimized 
operating scenario. A series of such simulations has 
been done for h s  purpose, and some of the results 
can be seen in Appendix 1. Calculation results for 
one of these scenarios will be discussed in detail in 
the following text as an example. 
In this case study, the original scenario data was 
extracted fiom the power plant control system, which 
represents the plant's actual operating condtion at a 
certain time. Simulation was first done for this 
original scenario and a total operating cost is 
calculated. With all total load requirements (heating, 
cooling and electricity power) unchanged, 
optimization routine can be executed and an 
optimized loading scenario can be found. Total 
operating cost corresponding to the optimized 
scenario can also be calculated. 
Main equipment load distributions and total 
operating costs are listed for both the original and 
optimized scenarios in Table 1. The table shows that 
almost all major equipment's load changed by the 
optimization routine and a 10.4% total operating cost 
saving is obtained (from $1821.49 per hour before 
optimization to $1632.87 per hour). Figure 2 shows 
partial load ratio (load over capacity) for each of the 
plant's major equipment before and after 
optimization. From this figure, we can clearly see 
how the equipment is loaded up or down to achieve 
an optimum loading scenario. Figure 3, 4, 5 are 
original and optimized load distribution within each 
of the three major energy groups - steam generation, 
power generation and main campus chilled water 
production. 
All these table and figures provide us with 
crucial information for plant operation optimization. 
In this specific case, Figure 3 indicates that for an 
optimum operating scenario, all turbine generators 
should be loaded up and the amount of purchased 
power should be decreased. In other words, the plant 
should produce as much electricty as possible by 
itself instead of purchasing electricity fiom utility 
company, which is an indication of a relatively high 
electricty rate and a relatively low natural gas price. 
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Table 1.  Eauiument load assignment before and after optimization 
Purchased power 
Chiller Load 
Chiller Load 
Total Costs 
I I 
Total operating cost I $/hr I 1,821.49 1 1,632.87 
- 
Absorber 4 load 
Absorber 6 load 
Absorber 7 load 
- . .. . 
--- BolrrUStrm 
-- Bd*r$Sum 
- BoannSttm 
---- ~ d * r  n sturn 
-- Tubogrn 3Scrun 
--- 6WM) PN Stem 
- ISwm Ru scan 
- TG 4 EW. Scum 
- TG S Enr. Scum 
T G 3 P o m  
- T G 4 P a c  
- T G l P m  
- M 6 P w  
- ChiUlrS L& 
-- ChiLrloLord 
-- awn-  
- Chillw U Load 
--- -1LO.d 
-- Absorb 2 Load 
- Abrork, 3 Load 
-- Absorbw4 Lo&$ 
-- AbsofbUSLold 
- Ab+orbw?Lo&$ 
-- C n n  1 Load 
- Cum2LO.d 
- YO* 3 Load 
-- T r m  1 Load 
- TrmZLoad 
-- Tru*3Lod 
Figure 2. Equipment partial load ratios before and 
after optimization 
I 1 
Figure 3.Power generation and purchased power 
loading distribution (before and after optimization) 
I '  
Figure 4.Boilers steam generation loading distribution 
(before and after optimization) 
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Figure 5. Main campus chillers loading distribution 
(before and after optimization) 
Figure 4 indicates boiler 10 should be loaded up 
while other boilers should be loaded down, mainly 
because boiler 10's overall efficiency is higher than 
other boilers. A closer look at Table 1 and Figure 2 
shows that the optimized solution suggests boiler 10 
should be fully loaded while boiler 11 should be 
loaded down to minmum load possible. Since boiler 
10 is a heat recovery steam boiler heated by exhaust 
flue gas from gas turbine 6, this particular case 
reflects a relative high efficiency of a combined cycle 
subsystem (gas turbine and heat recovery boiler) in 
the plant. 
As for the main campus chiller load 
distribution, Figure 5 doesn't include all chillers in 
the main plant. Since the total chiller production 
contributed by chiller 9, chiller 10, chiller 11 and 
chiller 12 roughly remains the same before and after 
the optimization, only load distribution among these 
four chillers are displayed for the sake of discussion. 
Among these four chillers, chiller 12 is an electrical 
motor powered centrifugal chiller, while all other 
three are driven by steam turbines powered by 600 
psig steam. For this reason, the load reassignment 
suggested by the optimization solution also reflects 
the relative price between natural gas and electricity. 
According to Figure 2, all three steam turbine driven 
chillers are loaded up to maximum and chiller 12 is 
loaded down, indicating a relative high electricity 
price and a relative low natural gas price, which is 
consitant with the induction from Figure 3. 
Case Study 2 - "Impact of Basic Utility Rates On 
Power Plant's Decision Making" 
As a CHP plant, Texas A&M university power 
plant generates both heat and power, while the basic 
utility supply are natural gas and purchased 
electricity. It's of the interest of power plant 
operators and managers to investigate how the plant 
operation should respond to a change in basic utility 
rates in order to save the operating cost. The EOP 
p r v g m  can DG USGU LO nap  plant operators m 
making such decisions. 
In this study, experiments had been done for 6 
electricity prices and 6 gas prices (totally 36 
scenarios). All other conditions remain the same 
except the utility rates. Optimized load distributions 
calculated by EOP under all scenarios were collected 
and analyzed. Some interesting results were 
observed. Figure 6 (and Figure 7) shows the 
optimized load for chiller 12 as a function of 
electricity price and gas price. The figures indicate 
this chiller should increase its load when the price of 
natural gas rises and decrease its load when the price 
of electricity rises. Since this is then only electrical 
motor driven chiller in all main campus chillers, it 
does makes sense that it's load is negatively related 
to the electricity price and positively related to the 
gas price. 
m. 
ma. 
Ism. 
laa . 
Figure 6. Chiller 12 load as function of electricity 
price and gas price (The legend on the right of the 
figure represents different gas prices, in $/MMBtu) 
loaa or ct'iilkr i z  as runcnon or ~ e .  am gas pnces 
igure I .  Chiller 12 load as IiIncbon of eleclnciQ 
price and gas price 
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CONCLUSlUNS 
The Energy Optimization Program (EOP) 
establishes a sophisticated model for the operation of 
Texas A&M university power plant. A better 
understanding of the complicated interactions among 
all plant equipment can be achieved through system 
simulations. Combined with the utility rate models, 
the total operating cost of the plant can be calculated 
for a certain operating scenario. The optimization 
model gives suggestions on more economic loading 
assignments. An overall operating cost saving can be 
expected through such load reassignments. This 
computer program is quite helpful to power plant 
engineers and operators in various aspects. Further 
research on plant operation can be done with the help 
of this program. 
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Appendix 1. Scenario simulation and optimization results 
* Within each scenario, the shaded column represents load assignment after optimization. 
**For each scenario, operational cost saving from optimization can be seen by comparing "Total Purchased Utility 
Cost" data for the original load assignment and the optimized load assignment. 
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